
ANNUAL REPORT 2020-21 

The session 2020-21 is quiet different from normal years.  Although we missed normal study 

environment & took this session as a bane but every cloud has a silver lining. 

This year one normal daily activities but provided us with a technological platform. 

We are living in a computer world but in India it was very difficult for normal people to think beyond cell 

phone or you can say use of very few apps in android . but thank you covid-19 you have enabled is with 

technological skills .So we can say that 

“Sweet are the uses of adversities “ 

Following are the date wise school activities/ events conducted  during the session 2020-21. 

1st  April 2020- The session started with a welcoming note of ‘Ram Navmi’ . The whole world was 

panicked but the victory of evil over good in the form of Ram Navmi strengthened our faith in almighty. 

So we started with new faith & with new study method   infused with online platform. 

Session commenced on 2nd April  2020. 

School Activities/events conducted during the session 2020-21 

 1.8th April (Helping Parents) – Covid-19 brought with if feelings like anxiety , uncertainty-though 

everyone dealt with such emoition in different ways, and arranged an activity for students to help their 

parents in house hold care and make a video of it and post it in their respective groups. 

 

2.11th April (Plantation Activity ) –Tree plantation is necessary because trees are the homes to binds and 

many animals. Trees help to control the temperature of the earth . Teachers of Saint Mira Academy 

explained importance of trees to the students through Zoom classes and encouraged them to plant a 

tree at their  homes . Students planted seeds and posted their pictures in their groups. 

3. 13th April ( Clean your surroundings )- Mundane  household tasks had turned into a source of 

uncertainty and anxiety as families were grappled with getting the basics clone , all while keeping their 

loved  ones safe and healthy .Students  were taught  through Zoom classes  that simple hygienic m 

measures  can help to protect  their families health and everyone’s  health  around  them . Instructions  

were given by the teachers for the same and students  performed a roole play to aware their  friends  to 

keep their  surroundi ng clean to keep  themselves safe and healthy. 

 

World  Integrity Day 

“ Leading  with Integrity  and empathy require vision and a connection to your deepest self”. 



Teacher’s has  awared  students  about  integrity  that it is a positive day to reflect ,teach and 

collaborate and than students  has prepared the speech . 

Online Button Activity   

“Buttons  are the fossils of the sartorial world , enduring long past the garments they were designed  to 

hold together. 

Students has drawn shapes  and  pictures and then they have pasted buttons on that according to the 

instructions. 

Online Activity On  Personal  Hygiene 

Keep your surrounding pure and clean . This hygiene will keep you healthy physically and mentally. 

Students  made videos on hygiene .They gave message  that we should keep our surroundings clean. 

Online Clay Painting Activity 

Art has the role in education of helping children become like themselves  instead  of more like everyone 

else. 

Students made different  shapes by using clay . Also coloured the shapes. 

Online Activity On Anti Tobacco Day 

The  true face of smoking  is Disease , Death and Horror . Not the Glamour and Sophistication the  

bushers  in the Tobacco Industry  try to bortray. 

Teacher’s  told students  about  the  harmful effects  of Tobacco and than  students  has prepared   

speech  about the harmful  and death  creating effects of tobacco. 

Online Labour Day Celebration 

“ Labour day is the first Monday in September, is a creation of the labour movement and is dedicated to 

the social and economic achievements of American workers. It constitutes a yearly national tribute to 

the contributions workers have made to the strength, properity and well being f our country . 

As without the help of class IV group workers the running of the school gets impossible t show them the 

respect   the student s performed for them and gave them gifts. 

Online Activity on treating everyone fairly everyone  fairly . 

Fairness makes the world go around . Being fair is one of the most important ingredients of being a good 

person. It is also key to make the world a peaceful place. 

Students performed a role play in which they taught us that we should treat. Everyone  

 equal and fairly. 



ONLINE MAGAZINE / BOOK HOLDER MAKING. 

“Publishing a book is like stuffing a note into a bottle and hurling hit into the sea. Some bottles drown , 

some come safe to land , where the notes are read and then possibly cherished , or else misinterpreted , 

or else understood all too well by those. Who hate the message .You never know who your readers  

might be.  

Students  made a  shelf  using  old greeting  cards  and recycled  old material. 

ONLINE  ACTIVITY  ON  MOTHER’S  DAY CARD 

“Mother’s   are like glue. Even when you can’t see them, they’re still  holding the family together”. 

Students  made cards using papers, glitter sheets  and  craft papers  also wrote slogan on that and gave 

to their mother’s . 

NATIONAL  TECHNOLOGY DAY  PROJECT  INNOVATION  ONLINE ACTIVITY ON SAVE ELECTRICITY 

“Every machine needs electricity, don’t waste it “.Students has  given  speech  on it and made videos in 

which  they explained  how to save electricity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


